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Abstract Ball bearings failure analysis using vibrations

is widely researched. Bearings are main part of rotary

machines that work for years if they work in a proper

situation. Fluting occurs in a drive motor bearing and dri-

ven machine’s bearings because of current discharge from

variable frequency drive motors to the bearings by trans-

ferring from the shaft and coupling to the bearings. In this

research, spherical roller bearing is analyzed. Envelope and

spectrum analysis is used to show what occurs when stray

current flows to the gearbox bearings by passing through

shaft and coupling. Fluting response in vibrations by using

envelope and spectrum is shown. This paper shows how

ball pass frequency inner race, ball pass frequency outer

race with fundamental train frequencies side bands are

excited in the natural frequencies area or high frequencies

by stray current at the first time of running before bearing

failed.
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Introduction

Bearings are main part of rotary machines that guide shaft

to rotate in geometry centerline. Ball bearing failure

diagnosis is the best method to have a good rotating shaft in

centerline without any side effects and unanticipated

shutdowns. Failure analysis researches were done by

applying of stereographic, optical microscopy, scanning

electron microscopy, and energy-dispersive X-ray spec-

troscopy analysis and hardness test. This research shown

that the bearing part loosing and inappropriate clearance

can produce relative displacements under cyclic gradient

loading [1]. Fretting failure in rolling elements bearing

causes stress, and dynamic loads are investigated. Rolling

element bearing is going to be failed because of brinelling

early [2]. Periodic dynamic loads on ball bearings cause

bearing fatigue and failure so uncertainly and experimental

analysis for detective failure of rolling elements bearing is

done and researched for silicon nitride bearings [3].

Environments, excessive load, bad start-up and many other

things are vital to how much time bearing can turn without

failure so a methodology for identifying the cause failure

for antifriction bearings used in electric motors using

antifriction bearings is presented [4]. The experimental

data-based model (EDBM) is a method to show how

bearing is going to be failed so presentation of the appli-

cation of the EDBM technique to data collecting on a test-

rig to test damaged fibrizer roller bearings in different

working conditions is shown [5]. Various parameters such

as spall size, radial load, rotor unbalance, axial load, inner

race speed, grease grade, radial clearance, number of

rollers etc. on the vibration acceleration amplitude of the

bearings is researched and analyzed [6]. An analytical

model of bearing is investigated to study the rolling ele-

ment bearing systems behavior to detect failure of the

rolling bearing by using nonlinear dynamic modeling [7].

Lubricant viscosity is an important factor to prevent the

rotary machine bearings wear so it can cause vibrations if it

will be used in unsuitable grade. Experiment for NU205

roller bearings analysis is presented, and its lubrication

with mineral oil of three different viscosity grades (ISO 10,

32 and 68) is investigated to show roller bearing vibrations

behavior [8]. In this study, bearing failure because of stray
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current from variable frequency drive (VFD) motor is

investigated. Bearing failure frequencies by vibrations

analysis methods using envelope and spectrum are resear-

ched. Spherical roller bearing with 23160 NTN code failure

analysis for prevent catastrophic failure is analyzed, and

after detecting this failure, bearing was replaced. The

bearing that is analyzed is shown (Fig. 1).

Bearing Failure Frequencies

Spherical roller bearings for tolerating loads in two direc-

tions including radial and axial are used in gear boxes to

neutralizing axial and radial loads. Spherical roller bear-

ings have many failure frequencies that are identified when

the bearing is failed. Equation 1 shows the ball pass fre-

quency inner race that it is identified in spectrum when

bearing inner race is failed. Equation 2 shows the ball pass

frequency outer race that it is identified in spectrum when

bearing outer race is failed. Equation 3 shows fundamental

train frequency that it is identified in spectrum when

bearing cage is failed. Equation 4 shows the ball spin

frequency two times that of it is identified in spectrum

when bearing ball is failed.

BPFI ¼ N

2
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P
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 !
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Table 1 shows the bearing properties and bearing failure

frequencies. Data and bearing failure frequencies are

calculated for 924 rpm.

Output Results

Currents in shaft of induction motors fail bearings as a

fluting failure. While there are multiple causes of these

currents, the level of shaft voltage and current increases

with the use of VFD motor. At the first time of running and

start-up of the drive motor and gearbox, bearings failure

frequencies in natural frequencies area are exited. Figure 2

left and right shows envelope spectrum acceleration of

NSK 23160 bearing with BPFI and BPFO with FTF side

bounds, respectively. Figure 3 left and right shows spec-

trum acceleration of NSK 23160 bearing with natural

frequencies area excited with BPFO harmonic and BPFO

frequencies with FTF side bounds, respectively.

Spectrum acceleration response shows how natural fre-

quencies area with BPFO harmonics is exited for failed

bearings. When bearing is failed, BPFO frequencies har-

monics are excited with FTF side bounds.

Fig. 1 NSK 23160 spherical

rolling elements bearing

Table 1 Bearing failure frequencies in 924 RPM for gear box

NSK 23160

SKF web site

calculator Experiment

Bearing failure frequencies

Shaft speed frequency 15.4 Hz 15.4 Hz

Inner race defect

frequency (BPFI)

189.958 Hz 190 Hz

Outer race defect

frequency (BPFO)

148.86 Hz 148.75 Hz

Cage defect frequency

(FTF)

6.766 Hz 6.75 Hz

Ball spin frequency

(BSF)

61.277 Hz It does not exit

Rotational speed 924 RPM Rolling element failure

frequency 122.553 Hz
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Fluting Failure and Replaced Bearing

VFD driver motor and driven gear box are shown left

side in Fig. 4. This gear box was analyzed and monitored

for detecting of failure in bearings and gears. Figure 4 right

side shows the replaced gear for changing bearings.

After replacing bearings, failure in inner race and outer

race cause of stray current bearing was clear that its failure

was fluting failure symptoms in inner and outer race of

bearing. Figure 5 left and right side shows fluting on inner

and outer race of bearing. In a zoom area for clearing of

failure in races of bearing, Fig. 6 presents failure so clearly.

Bearing is failed, and gear must be checked because of

currents that occurred in the bearings. After checking

the gear on the shaft, stray currents symptoms are clear in

parallel line patterns. Parallel line patterns cause of cur-

rents discharge are called fluting (Fig. 7).

Recommendations

It is necessary to discharge currents from shaft because of

stray currents in VFD motors. Fluting in bearings is con-

trolled by using coated and silicon nitride bearings but not

for gearboxes as a driven component because fluting occurs

in gears by transferring from shaft to the gearbox. It is

recommended that stray currents are discharged by using

earth brushes or the systems before it is transferred by shaft

Fig. 2 Envelope spectrum acceleration of NSK 23160 bearing

Fig. 3 Spectrum acceleration of NSK 23160 bearing with natural frequency area excited and BPFO harmonic with FTF side bound
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Fig. 4 Pictures left and right

show decoupled VFD motor

gearbox and shaft 1 of gear box,

respectively

Fig. 5 Failed spherical roller

bearing inner and outer race

Fig. 6 Fluting in spherical

roller bearing outer ring cause

stray current in a zoom

statement

Fig. 7 Fluting in gear surface

cause stray currents
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and coupling to the driven or gear box. Coated coupling

and isolated coupling can be used for protected bearings

and gears. If it is used the original bearings, bearings

failure frequencies shouldn’t be excited at the first time of

running. If bearings failure frequencies are excited at the

first time of running, VFD motor must be checked for stray

currents discharge.

Conclusion

Bearing failure with failure frequencies symptoms cause of

stray currents from VFD motor is occurred. If motor’s earth

brushes do not discharge whole stray currents, they will be

discharged through bearings outer and inner raceway. Most

of the failure frequencies presented cause of fluting. When

drive motor is coupled to driven component same gear box,

stray currents will be transferred by shaft and coupling to

driven component. As a result of transfer of stray currents

by coupling, stray currents discharged on bearings and

gear surface. BPFO, BPFI, FTF bearing failure frequencies

are presented as a result of fluting. In gear boxes for pre-

vent fluting, it cannot use coated and hybrid bearings. If it

uses a coated and hybrid bearing, bearings will be pro-

tected, but stray currents discharge on gearbox. As a result

of this research, stray currents must be protected before

transferring by coupling and shaft. The importance of this

research is obtained of fluting symptoms at the first time of

running. In fact, when BPFI and BPFO with FTF side

bounds are exited at the first time of running or at the start-

up, VFD motor must be checked for electrical discharged

and currents before bearings catastrophically going to be

failed.
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